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Abstract
Of concern is the following quasilinear parabolic equation with nonlinear boundary conditions:
ut(x; t) = (x; Du)u+ g(x; u; Du) for (x; t) 2 
  (0;1)
@u
@
+ (x; u) = 0 for (x; t) 2 @
  (0;1) ()
u(x; 0) = u0(x):
The diusion coecient  can vanish on the spacial boundary at a certain rate. It is shown by a dierence scheme from
the method of lines that () has a unique global strong solution. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider the following parabolic boundary value problems:
ut(x; t) = (x; Du)u+ g(x; u; Du) for (x; t) 2 
  (0;1)
@u
@
+ (x; u) = 0 for (x; t) 2 @
  (0;1) (1)
u(x; 0) = u0(x):
Here 
 is a bounded smooth domain in Rn; n>2; @
 is the boundary of 
;Du=(D1u; D2u; : : : ; Dnu);
Diu=@u=@xi; Diju=@2u=@xi@xj; and u=Diiu; where the convention that repeated indices are summed
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over is used. The diusion coecient  can vanish on the spatial boundary at a certain rate. With
some suitable assumptions, a dierence scheme from the method of lines [6,14] is used to show that
(1) has a unique global strong solution.
It is well known that uniformly parabolic, quasilinear equations with linear boundary conditions
have been studied quite well in the book [7]. As a generalization of Ladyzenskaya et al. [7], the recent
book [4] considers uniformly parabolic, fully nonlinear equations with linear boundary conditions.
In order for their method to work, both books need the essential assumption of polynomial growth
restrictions with the coecients in the equations. With the aid of the fundamental Crandall{Liggett
theorem in operator semigroup theory [1,8,11,12], the article in [9] examines degenerate quasilinear
equations with nonlinear boundary conditions of this sort: @u=@ + (u) = 0 on @
, and is able to
obtain a unique generalized solution by removing the polynomial growth restrictions. In this regard,
there arises the question about how to obtain a strong, but not only generalized solution.
This paper is directed to solve the above question. It will generalize [9] to the extent that the no
growth of g(x; z; p) in p is greatly relaxed to the linear growth of g(x; z; p)=(x; p) in p, and (z) is
extended to (x; z) and there is no more maximal monotone assumption of , and more smoothness
of solution is obtained.
Since the method in [9] can give a strong solution only when the acting space is reexive, the
obtained results here with the acting space C( 
), not reexive, cannot be derived by the method
in [9]. In this paper, we use a dierent scheme from the method of lines [6,14]. This method is to
time-discretize Eq. (1) and construct the Rothe functions [6,14]. When crucial estimates are derived,
the discretized equation converges and a strong solution exists.
Addressing the question of degeneracy, one observes that the problem is complicated when the
diusion coecient  can vanish on the boundary, in which solution smoothness decreases in general.
In this paper, some smoothness is obtained. For equations with degeneracy from u or Du, one is
referred to the book [3].
There are many ways to tackle parabolic problems. The traditional one for solving uniformly
parabolic, quasilinear equations with linear boundary conditions is detailed quite well in [7]. The
approach by linear operator semi-group is used in e.g., [2,10] and the nonlinear counterpart is applied
in e.g., [1,8,11,12]. In this paper, a dierence from the method of lines [6,14] is employed.
The rest of this paper is planned as follows. Section 2 contains some basic assumptions and
preliminary results. Section 3 deals with the uniformly parabolic case and Section 4 studies the case
where the diusion coecient  can vanish on the spatial boundary at a certain rate.
2. Some basic assumptions and preliminary results
From here on, k denotes a generic constant, which can vary with dierent situations.
We make the following assumptions:
(2.1) 
 is a bounded smooth domain in Rn; n>2; and @
 is the boundary of 
.
(2.2) (x) is the unit outer normal to x 2 @
, and  is a real number such that 0<< 1.
(2.3) (x; p) 2 C2( 
Rn) and (x; p)>1> 0; some constant > 0, for which Eq. (1) is uniformly
parabolic.
(2.4) g(x; z; p) 2 C2( 
  R Rn) is monotone nonincreasing in z for each x and p.
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(2.5) g(x; z; p)=(x; p) is of at most linear growth in p, that is, jg(x; z; p)=(x; p)j6M (x; z)(1+ jpj)
holds for some smooth function M when jpj is large enough.
(2.6) (x; z) 2 C3(
  R), is stricly monotone increasing in z, so that z>2> 0 holds for some
constant 2> 0.
We observe that those assumptions are consistent with the case where Eq. (1) is linear.
Proposition 1. Given h 2 C( 
) and > 0; there exists a unique solution u 2 C2+( 
) to
u− ((x; Du)u+ g(x; u; Du)) = h in 
;
@u
@
+ (x; u) = 0 on @
:
(2)
Proof. It suces to consider only the case of =1 since the properties of  and g are not aected
when multiplied by .
We use the method of continuity [5]. Consider the family of equations, indexed by t 2 [0; 1],
tLu+ (1− t)L0u= h in 
;
t

@u
@
+ (x; u)

+ (1− t)

@u
@
+ u

= 0 on @
;
(3)
where L0u=u−u and Lu=u−[(x; Du)u+g(x; u; Du)]. For convenience, we rewrite the left-hand
sides of (3) as Ltu and Ntu, respectively.
Let S = ft 2 [0; 1] : Ltu = h in and Ntu = 0 for @
 for some u 2 C2+( 
)g. We want to show
that S is open, closed, and not empty in [0; 1]. In this case, S = [0; 1] and so, 1 2 S, that is, (2) is
solvable for = 1.
By linear elliptic theory [5], we know that 0 2 S.
Next, let B1 = C2+( 
) and B2 = C( 
) C1+(@
). Dene the nonlinear operator
G : D(G)  B1  [0; 1]! B2
by
G(u; t) = (Ltu− h; Ntu):
Suppose that t0 2 S, that is, G(u0; t0) = 0 for some u0 2 C2+( 
). Since G is continuously Frechet
dierentiable, we see by calculation that G has continuous partial Frechet derivative Gu0 at (u0; t0) :
B1 ! B2, given by
Gu0 (v) = ((−t0− (1− t0))v− t0(gpi + piu0)Div+ [t0(1− gz) + (1− t0)]v;
@v
@
+ [t0z + (1− t0)]v)
for v 2 B1. Here  and pi have arguments x and Du0, and gz and gpi have arguments x; u0; and
Du0, and z = z(x; u0).
Since Gu0 is an invertible linear operator by linear elliptic theory [5, Theorem 6:31], where the
assumption of  2 C3 in (2:6) is used so that the coecients on the boundary condition are smooth
enough (in our case, the coecient z needs to lie in C1+( 
)), we have, by the implicit function
theorem, that there exists an open neighborhood of t0 in S. Thus, S is open.
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Next, we investigate the harder part that S is a closed set. Let tk be a sequence in S, which
converges to t0. By the denition of S, there exists a utk 2 B1 such that
Ltk utk = h in 
;
Ntk utk = 0 on @
;
(4)
which implies by the mean value theorem that
utk − [tk+ (1− tk)]utk − tkg= h in 
;"
tk
Z 1
0
z d+ (1− tk)
#
utk +
@utk
@
=−tk(x; 0) on @
:
(5)
Here  and g have the arguments x; Dutk and x; utk ; Dutk , respectively, and z has the arguments x; utk .
For convenience, we rewrite the left-hand side of the boundary condition in (5) as tk (x)utk +@utk =@.
We use the maximum principle arguments. If the maximum value of jutk j occurs at some interior
point x0 2 
, then Dutk (x0)=0 and utk (x0)utk (x0)60 by the rst and second derivative tests. These
plugged into (5), we have that
kutkk16tkkg(x; 0; 0)k1 + khk1
by the uniformly elliptic assumption (2:3) of  and the monotone nonincreasing assumption (2:4)
of g.
Now, if instead, the maximum value occurs on the boundary, we have that kutkk1 =utk (x0) for
some x0 2 @
. Without loss of generality, we can assume the case of +. With assumption (2:6),
the Hopf boundary point lemma [5] gives that @utk (x0)=@> 0. (Here we assume utk (x0) 6= 0.) Since
tk (x)>2> 0 for some constant 2> 0 by the assumption (2:6) (where (x; z) is stricly monotone
increasing in z), we have from the boundary condition in (5) that
utk (x0)6(tk2 + (1− tk))−1tkk(x; 0)k1:
Thus we have shown that kutkk1 is uniformly bounded.
We estimate utk further. From (5), we have that
utk =
−tkg
tk+ (1− tk) +
utk − h
tk+ (1− tk)  F(x; utk ; Dutk ) in 
;
@utk
@
= −tk utk − tk(x; 0)  H (x; utk ) on @
;
(6)
where the denominators in (6) are all nonzeros by the assumptions of (2:3). From (6), we have the
following integral representation of the solution utk :
utk =−
Z
@

Z(x; y)H (y; utk ) dy +
Z


Z(x; y)F(y; utk ; Dutk ) dy:
Here Z(x; y) is the Green’s function of the second kind. Since g(x; z; p)=(x; p) or F(x; z; p) is of
at most linear growth in p and kutkk1 is uniformly bounded, we can dierentiate utk , (1 + ) times
(0<< 1) in the above integral representation to obtain
kDutkkC6kkDutkk1 + k:
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Here note that
jDiZ(x; y)j6kjx − yj1−n; jDijZ(x; y)j6kjx − yj−n
and
R

 jx − yjn(−1) dx is nite for 1>> 0 and bounded y [5, Lemma 7.12, p. 159]. It follows
from interpolation inequality [5] that
kutkkC1+( 
)6k
and then (6) gives that
kutkkW 2; p(
)6k
for all p> 2 by Lp elliptic estimate [15]. With these estimates applied to (6), we have by the
Schauder global estimate [5] that
kutkkC2+( 
)6k:
Thus by the Ascoli{Arzela theorem [13], utk has a convergent subsequence utkn converging to some
u0 2 C2+( 
), where 0<<. It follows that Eq. (4) converges to
Lt0u0 = h in 
;
Nt0u0 = 0 on @
:
(7)
Now, if u0 is not just in C2+( 
) but even in C2+( 
), then t0 2 S, and so S is closed. But that
follows from elliptic theory [5] since u0 satises (7), h 2 C( 
), and the coecients in (7) are
smooth. Therefore, we have proved that there exists a solution to (2) with = 1.
For uniqueness of solution, let u1 and u2 be two solutions to (2) with  = 1. Using the above
maximum principle arguments, whose details we omit, we can obtain without diculty that
ku1 − u2k1 = 0
and so, u1  u2:
3. Uniformly parabolic case
Dene the nonlinear operator A : D(A)C( 
)! C( 
) as follows:
D(A) =

u 2 C2( 
): @u
@
+ (x; u) = 0 on 


;
Au= (x; Du)u+ g(x; u; Du); u 2 D(A):
With A as dened above, we rewrite (1) as
du
dt
= Au; u 2 D(A);
u(0) = u0;
(8)
an abstract ordinary dierential equation in the real Banach space (C( 
); k:k1).
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Let T > 0 and n 2 N be large. Time-discretize (8) to obtain
ui − Aui = ui−1;
ui 2 D(A);
(9)
where = T=n and i=1 to n. We assume that u0 2 C2( 
) is in D(A) and g(x; 0; 0)= (x; 0)= 0 for
all x 2 
.
Given u0 2 D(A), Proposition 1 gives unique existence of u1. It follows from induction that ui
exists uniquely for i = 1 to n. For convenience, we dene u−1 = u0 − Au0.
We estimate ui. Let vi;  = (ui − ui−1)=. Applying the maximum principle arguments in Section 2,
we can obtain without much diculty that
kvi; k16kvi−1; k1:
Here note that when the maximum value of jui − ui−1j occurs at some boundary point x0, the
tangential derivative of (ui − ui−1) at x0 equals zero. Since kv0; k1 = kAu0k16k, we have that
kvi; k16k:
The same arguments also give that
kuik16k;
for which we observe that g(x; 0; 0) = (x; 0)  0.
We estimate further. The mean value theorem applied to (9) gives that
ui +
g

=
vi; 

in 
; (10)
 Z 1
0
z(x; ui) d
!
ui +
@ui
@
= 0 on @
;
where 0661. Following the arguments in Section 2, we see from (10) that
kuikW 2; p6k
for p> 2 and
kuikC1+6k
for 06< 1. Here note that kvi; k16k.
Next, we construct the Rothe functions [6,14]. Let
n(0) = u0 and n(t) = ui
for t 2 (ti−1; ti], where ti = i, and let
un(t) = ui−1 +
ui − ui−1

(t − ti−1) (11)
for t 2 [ti−1; ti]. Here as before, n 2 N is large, = T=n, and i = 1 to n.
By the denition of n(t) and un(t) and by kvi; k16k, we have that
sup
t2[0; T ]
kun(t)− n(t)k1 ! 0;
kun(t)− un()k16kjt − j for t;  2 [ti−1; ti]
(12)
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and
dun(t)
dt
= An(t);
un(0) = u0;
(13)
where the last equation has values in B([0; T ];C( 
)), the real Banach space of all bounded functions
from [0; T ] to C( 
) since kvi; k16k.
Next we show convergence of un. Since kuikC1+6k for 06< 1, we have that
sup
[0; T ]
kun(t)kC1+( 
)6k;
and so un(t) has a t-uniformly convergent susbequence in C1+( 
) (and so in C( 
)) by using the
Ascoli{Arzela theorem. Here 06<< 1. Thus for each t 2 [0; T ], un(t) is relatively compact in
C( 
). Since un(t) is also equi-continuous in C([0; T ];C( 
)) by (12), we have that un(t) (actually,
its some subsequence) converges to, say u(t) 2 C([0; T ];C( 
)) by using the Ascoli{Arzela theorem
[13] again. Here we observe that
sup
t2[0; T ]
ku(t)kC1+6k
and so, u(t) satises the boundary condition in (1) since ui does so.
Next, from Eq. (13), we have that for each  2 L2(
),Z
dun
dt
 dx=
Z
[(x; Dn)n − (x; Du)u] dx
+
Z
[g(x; n; Dn)− g(x; u; Du)] dx
+
Z
[(x; Du)u+ g(x; u; Du)] dx;
which we denote as
P3
i=1 Ii. Here we omit the integration range 
.
Now estimate I2. Since un converges t-uniformly to u in C1+ and g is continuous, we have that
I2 ! 0 t-uniformly by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
Next, rewrite I1 asZ
(x; Du)(n −u) dx +
Z
[(x; Dn)− (x; Du)]n dx;
which we denote as J1 + J2. We have that J2 ! 0 since
J26k(x; Dn)− (x; Du)k1knkL2kkL2
and supt2[0;1) kun(t)kW 2; p6k by kuikW 2; p6k for all p> 2.
On the other hand, we see that J1 ! 0 since un(t) converges weakly in W 2;2(
) by the Alaoglu
theorem and since (x; Du) 2 L2(
). Here note that W 2;2(
) is a Hilbert space.
Thus, we have shown that for each  2 L2(
),Z
dun
dt
 dx ! I3 =
Z
[(x; Du)u+ g(x; u; Du)] dx;
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t-uniformly, which we rewrite as
dun(t)
dt
; 

! (Bu(t); );
where (; ) is the inner product in L2(
). So, by the Fubini theorem, we derive that
(un(t)− un(0); ) =
Z t
0
dun
d
d; 

=
Z t
0

dun
d
; 

d;
which converges to
(u(t)− u0; ) =
Z t
0
(Bu(); ) d
by the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem since

dun
dt
; 
6
∥∥∥∥dundt
∥∥∥∥
L2
kkL26k:
Now, by the Fubini theorem again, we have that
(u(t)− u0; ) =
Z t
0
Bu() d; 

for each  2 L2(
), and so
u(t)− u0 =
Z t
0
Bu() d:
Hence, we obtain that
du
dt
= Bu for almost every t 2 (0; T )
u(0) = u0
(14)
by the fundamental theorem of calculus. Since u(t) also satises the boundary condition in (1)
(proved earlier), (1) has a solution in 
  (0; T ), and then in 
  (0;1) since T is arbitrary.
Now, we prove uniqueness by assuming that u(t) is a twice dierentiable function of x for almost
every t. Let u1 and u2 be two solutions of (14) (or equivalently, (1)). There is an x0 2 
 such that
ku1(x; t)− u2(x; t)k1 = ju1(x0; t)− u2(x0; t)j. If x0 2 
, then since u1 and u2 are twice dierentiable
in x, we have from the rst and second derivative tests that
Dw(x0; t) = 0; w(x0; t)w(x0; t)60:
Here w=u1−u2. These plugged into (1) and noting the parabolic assumption of  and the monotone
nonincreasing assumption of g, we derive that
d
dt
k(u1 − u2)(x; t)k21 = 2(u1 − u2)(x0; t)(Au1 − Au2)(x0; t)60
for almost every t. Hence
06ku1 − u2k216k(u1 − u2)(0)k21 = 0
and so u1  u2 in C( 
) for almost every t.
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If instead, x0 2 @
, then the mean value theorem applied to the boundary condition in (1) gives
that " Z 1
0
z(x0; w) d
#
w(x0; t) +
@w(x0; t)
@
= 0 (15)
for 0661. Since z>0 by the assumption of (2:6) and since w(x0; t)@w(x0; t)=@>0 by the Hopf
boundary point lemma [5], we see that the left side of (15), when multiplied by w(x0; t) is always
greater than or equal to zero, and that it equals zero only when w(x0; t) = 0, that is, u1(t)  u2(t)
for each t.
Consequently, we have proved that
Theorem 1. If u0 2 D(A) and g(x; 0; 0) = (x; 0)  0 for all x 2 
; then there is a solution u
satisng (1) for almost every t; with the properties that du=dt exists and kdu=dtk16k for almost
every t; and that
sup
t2[0;T ]
ku(t)kC1+( 
)6k:
Here 0<< 1 and T > 0. Furthermore; if u(t) is a twice dierentiable function of x; then u(t)
is unique.
Remark. Theorem 1 is a result, much stronger than that of [9].
4. Nonuniformly parabolic case
Replace the uniformly parabolic assumption (2:3) of  by the nonuniformly parabolic one:
(2:30) (x; p)>0(x)>0, where 0(x)> 0 for x 2 
 and 0 approach zero at a certain rate as
dist(x; @
)! 0 in the sense thatZ


−q0 (x) dx6k <1
for any q>n=(1 − ) with 0<< 1. In the following proof, we can see that q>n will
suce, in which = 0 occurs, if we replace the linear assumption in (2:5) byg(x; z; p)(x; p)
6M (x; z) (2.50)
for large enough jpj.
Proposition 2. For h 2 C( 
) and > 0; there is a unique solution u 2 C2(
)\C1+( 
)\W 2;p(
);
which satises (2).
Proof. Again, it suces to consider only the case of = 1.
We regularize  by dening m=maxf; 1=mg for m 2 N [9]. Since m>1=m for each m, we see
that (2) with m replacing  is uniformly elliptic. Thus Proposition 1 gives a unique solution um.
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With a uniformly elliptic equation, we can apply the maximum principle arguments as before to
derive
kumk16k:
Since m>>0 and −10 2 Lq(
) and kumk16k, Eq. (2) with m replacing , when transformed
into an equation like (6) by division and the mean value theorem, gives the following integral
representation of um as before:
um =−
Z
@

Z(x; y)H (y; um) dy +
Z


Z(x; y)F(y; um; Dum) dy:
As in Section 2, dierentiating um, (1 + ) times, we have, by Lemma 7:12 [5, p. 159] and the
interpolation inequality [5], that
kumkC1+( 
)6k
for 0<< 1. If (2:50) holds, then dierentiating um gives that
kDumk16k;
by the above Lemma 7:12. It follows from Lp ellliptic estimate [15] that
kumkW 2; p(
)6k:
Next, it is possible to choose open, smooth, increasing 
j
, such that S1j=1
j = 
. When
restricted to 
j, >1=m for some m and so m=. Hence, um satises (2) in 
j, which is uniformly
elliptic in 
j. Thus, we can apply the Schauder global estimate [5] to have that
kumkC2+( 
j)6k;
since kumkC1+( 
j)6kumkC1+( 
)6k. With that, the Ascoli{Arzela theorem gives a convergent subse-
quence.
Repeating the same arguments successively to the sequence 
j, we obtain a convergent subse-
quence with the limit, say u. This u 2 C2(
) and satises (2) in 
. Since kumkC1+( 
)6k, the
Ascoli{Arzela theorem also gives a convergent subsequence in C1+( 
) for 0<<< 1. Hence,
u 2 C1+( 
) and satises the boundary condition in (2). Since  is arbitrary, such that 0<< 1,
we have, actually, that u 2 C1+( 
).
Therefore, we have proved that there is a solution u 2 C2(
) \ C1+( 
) \ W 2;p(
), which
satises (2).
Now, with Proposition 2, we can, as in proving Theorem 1, obtain the following result without
much diculty. The details are omitted.
Theorem 2. If u0 2 C2( 
) and satises @u=@+ (x; u) = 0 on @
; and g(x; 0; 0) = (x; 0)  0 for
all x 2 
; then there is a u(t) 2 W 2;p(
) for p> 2; which satises (1) for almost every t and
posseses the properties that∥∥∥∥dudt
∥∥∥∥
L2(
)
6k
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for almost every t and
sup
t2[0;T ]
ku(t)kC1+( 
)6k
for 0<< 1 and nite T > 0.
Remark. Theorem 2 is a result, much stronger than that in [9].
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